SEARCH TOPICS to use with LINCCWeb and Internet searches on ART.
Art   Fine Arts   Painting
Decorative Arts  Graphic Arts  Sculpture

LIBRARY MATERIALS on ART are located upstairs under call numbers
Some examples listed.
N          NB         NC          ND         NK
Art & Music  Impressionism
Art: A New History  17th Century Dutch Paintings
Artists of the Renaissance

ELECTRONIC DATABASES of JOURNAL and NEWSPAPER ARTICLES on ART are found at: http://www.chipola.edu/library/
*See student login instructions for databases on Library home page. Click on “How to Use Chipola Databases” listed on left side.

Select this image on the Library home page to proceed to the Chipola College catalog. Then select any of the database tabs (at top of page) to proceed to sign in as instructed on the Library home page link listed above*.

Full text articles on ART can be found in the following databases, but are not limited to only these:
Art Full Text (Wilson)  Grove Art Online (Oxford University Press)
CAMIO (OCLC)  Humanities Full Text (Wilson)

Internet Sites on ART include but are not limited to:
http://www.nga.gov

PERIODICALS (housed in the library) containing articles on ART include:
Art News

REFERENCE & CIRCULATION BOOKS on ART include but are not limited to:
The Oxford Dictionary of Art  REF  N33 .O93 2004
Impressions of Light  CIRC ND1356.5 .S49 2002
Greek Art and Archaeology  REF  DF130 .P44 1993
Byzantine And Medieval Greece  CIRC DF520 .H48 1991
Islamic Art and Architecture 650-1250  REF  N6260 .E79  2001
Encyclopedia of World Art Vol 1-17  REF  N31 .E4883
Criticizing Art: Understanding the Contemporary  CIRC N7476 .B38 2000